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Abstract Rabbit hemorrhagic disease is an acute fatal highly
contagious viral infectious disease that causes high losses
among rabbitries. The disease was first reported in China in
1984 and later on in Saudi Arabia in 1996. The aim of this
study was to investigate the emergence and pathogenicity of
new rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV) strains in
Saudi Arabia. The pathogenicity was confirmed by inocula-
tion in susceptible rabbits. Three RHDV strains were detected
by reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
using primers targeting VP60 capsid protein gene in infected
rabbitries during 2012 and 2013. These strains clustered into
two genetically distinct genogroups related to year of isolation
(G2 and G3). All new Saudi Arabia viruses clustered with the
European strains, while the old strains clustered with strains
from China and America. Based on amino acids and nucleo-
tide sequences, the Saudi Arabia strains (RHD/1/SA/2012,
RHD/2/SA/2012, and RHD/3/SA /2013) had high identity
withMexico89, Ca11-ITA, and 00–13,FRAvirus; on the other

hand, there was a relatively high identity with Bahrain strain.
The evolutionary relationship of Saudi RHDVs strains re-
vealed significant nucleotides and amino acid substitutions
in hypervariable region E, suggesting the emergence of new
RHDVs circulating in Saudi Arabia rabbitries. These antigen-
ic changes represented by the antigenic index might be a po-
tential cause of vaccination failure and raises the need to re-
view the vaccination strategies against RHD.
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Introduction

Rabbit hemorrhagic disease (RHD) is a fatal and contagious
viral disease affecting both domesticated and wild rabbits and
causes high economic losses and mortalities ranging from 45
to 100% (Marchandeau et al. 1998; OIE 2012; Fuller et al.
1993). The disease was first reported in China in 1980s (Liu
et al. 1984). Within 1 year, the disease spread and killed 140
million domestic rabbits in China (Xu 1991). The disease
spreads to Europe and was first detected in Italy then in several
European countries and became a pandemic with several le-
thal outbreaks occurring in many countries (Berninger and
House 1995; Cancellotti and Renzi 1991). The disease was
first reported in Saudi Arabia and killed 100% of rabbits in
rabbitries during November 1996 (Abu Elzein and Al Afaleq
1999). Five years later (May 2001), an outbreak was recorded
in Bahrain Kingdom at a private farm that lasted for 2 weeks
and resulted in high mortalities (Forrester et al. 2006). The
disease is characterized by fever, dullness, and prostration
followed by death after short incubation period ranging from
1 to 3 days.
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Typical lesions are liver necrosis, enlarged spleen, and he-
mothorax (Lavassa and Capucci 2008). The etiological agent,
rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV), belongs to genus
Lagovirus of family Caliciviridae (Koopmans et al. 2005).
The virus genome is a positive sense ssRNA of 7.2 kb. The
virus is not cultivable in vitro; therefore, genomic detection of
the virus, antibody detection, and experimental infection of
serum-negative rabbits are needed for diagnosis and charac-
terization (OIE 2012). One of the major proteins encoded by
RHDV genome is the VP60 protein which contains the hy-
pervariable region E: a type-specific antigenic epitope
(Capucci et al. 1998). Phylogenetic studies have been pub-
lished to evaluate the genetic variations between RHDVs
based on partial and complete sequence of VP60 capsid pro-
tein (Forrester et al. 2006, 2009; Le Gall-Reculé et al. 2003;
McIntosh et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2012). The aims of this
study were to identify and analyze the evolutionary changes
of the newly emerged Saudi Arabia RHDVs detected during
2012–2013.

Materials and methods

Samples Between 2012 and 2013, 96 rabbits (3–4 months
old) from three geographically distinct rabbitries in Al-
Hassa region of Saudi Arabia were presented to The
Veterinary Teaching Hospital (VTH), College of
Veterinary Medicine, King Faisal University. The rabbits
had signs of infection with RHD. The suspected diseases’
outbreaks occurred in April 2012 (two rabbitries) and in
May 2013 (one rabbitry). Dead and sacrificed diseased
rabbits were subjected for clinical and postmortem exam-
ination. Five liver samples were collected from each herd
from sacrificed and/or dead rabbits suspected to be infect-
ed with RHD. Samples from each herd were pooled and
processed as described by OIE manual (2012). The ho-
mogenates were stored at −80 °C until used.

Experimental inoculation for pathogenicity Twelve New
Zealand white 4-month-old susceptible rabbits were allotted
randomly into four equal groups. Rabbits of groups 1, 2, and 3
were inoculated intramuscularly with 1 ml of 10% w/v filtered
RHDV-infected liver homogenate of RHD/1/SA/2012, RHD/
2/SA/2012, and RHD/3/SA/2013, respectively, while group 4
was kept as a negative control. All groups were kept separate-
ly for 3 weeks under the same management system. Clinical
signs and mortalities were recorded. Dead rabbits were
necropsied and gross lesions recorded, while surviving rabbits
in each group were sacrificed 21 days post-inoculation. Three
liver samples from each group were pooled, processed, and
prepared for virus detection.

RNA extraction Total RNA was extracted with QIAamp
Viral RNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN, USA) from liver homoge-
nates according to the manufacturer’s recommendation.
Briefly, 140 μl of the liver homogenates was lysed by adding
560 μl of AVL buffer containing carrier RNA, after complete
lysis 500 μl of absolute ethanol was added and mixed for 15 s
by pulse vortexing. Aliquots of 630 μl were transferred se-
quentially to a QIAamp spin column followed by centrifuga-
tion at 8000 rpm for 1 min after each addition. The binding
RNAs were washed by the addition of 500-μl AW1 buffer and
centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 1 min followed by the addition of
500 μl AW2 buffer then centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 3 min.
The RNAs were eluted in 60 μl of buffer AVE and stored at
−85 °C until used.

Amplification and sequencing of VP60 One-step RT-PCR
kit (QIAGEN, USA) was used to amplify VP60 of the RHDV
genome. The specific oligonucleotide primers, RHD-F 5′-
ATGGAGGGCA AAGCCCGCACAGCG-3′ and RHD-R
5′-AATTCAGACATAAGAAAAGCCA TTG-3′ were used
to amplify the 1740 bp coding region for the VP60 capsid
protein. The RT-PCR reaction mixture consisted of 5 μl of
the total RNA, 10 μl 5× Qiagen one-step RT-PCR buffer,
10 μl Q buffer, 2 μl of dNTPs mix, 1 μl (50 pmol) of each
primers, 2 μl of the enzyme mix (containing RT and PCR
reaction enzymes), and 19 μl of RNase free water. The RT-
PCR reaction was performed at 50 °C for 30 min, then 95 °C
for 15min, followed by 40 cycles at 95 °C for 1 min, 55 °C for
30 s and 72 °C for 1 min, and a final extension step at 72 °C
for 10 min. The PCR products were analyzed on 1.25% aga-
rose gel containing 0.5 μg/ml ethidium bromide and visual-
ized under UV light. The PCR products were excised from the
agarose gel then purified using Montàge DNA gel extraction
kit (Millipore, USA) and sequenced in an automated ABI
3730 DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems, USA).

Phylogenetic analysis The obtained sequence data were ana-
lyzed using online BLAST server and compared with RHDV
sequences (partial or complete) available in GenBank.
Multiple sequence alignment was carried out using
Lasergene sequence analysis software (DNASTAR, USA).
A phylogenetic tree was constructed by neighbor-joining
method using PAUP*, version 4.0 (Swofford 2000).
Bootstrap values were calculated for 1000 replicates of the
alignment.

GenBank accession number The obtained VP60 gene se-
quences of the detected RHDVs were submitted to Genbank
database with the accession numbers ((KJ949619) RHD/1/
SA/2012, (KJ949620) RHD/2/S A/2012, and (KJ949621)
RHD/3/SA/2013).
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Results

Clinical examination Diseased rabbits from the three rabbit-
ries suffered from bloody nasal discharge, weight loss, and
lethargy signs continue for 5–7 days with high morbidity
ranged from 60 to 70% followed by high mortality rate rang-
ing from 80 to 100% of infected rabbits. In addition, the post-
mortem examination of dead or sacrificed rabbits revealed
pneumonia and hemothorax. These signs were suggestive
for RHDV infection. The virus VP60 capsid protein gene
was successfully detected using RT-PCR in all tested herds.

Experimental inoculation Inoculated rabbits developed high
fever (39.7 °C) within 24 h post-inoculation continued for
3 days. Signs in groups 1, 2, and 3 were characterized.
Generally, the signs in all inoculated groups were similar,
progressed to depression and bloody nasal discharges.
Mortalities reached 66.6 to 100% in different groups. All rab-
bits in groups 1 and 3 died within 4–5 days PI. In group 2,
only one rabbit survived without showing clinical signs and
sacrificed 21 days PI. Post-mortem examination revealed en-
larged liver, splenomegaly, hemorrhage in the trachea, hemo-
thorax, and pneumonia with different severity in all dead rab-
bits in different groups. No changes were observed at necrop-
sy in the asymptomatic surviving rabbit and uninoculated con-
trols. Liver homogenates prepared from the all dead rabbits
were positive for VP60 capsid protein detection, while the
survived asymptomatic rabbit (group 2) and all samples from
the group 4 (Negative control group) were negative for viral
capsid protein VP60 using RT-PCR.

VP60 detection and genomic sequence analysis The obtain-
ed PCR products (1740 bp) were excised, purified, and se-
quenced. The VP60 gene sequence data were submitted to
Genbank and aligned with 52 RHDVs that represent different
geographical areas and multiple outbreaks (Fig. 1). The cur-
rent Saudi RHDVs were closely related to each other with
identity percentage ranging from 99.7 to 99.9%. Meanwhile,
these viruses were also closely related to RHDVs isolated
from Italy, Mexico, and France (Ca11-ITA, Mexico89-MEX
and 00-013-FRA) with identity ranged from 93.6 to 96%.
These newly emerging RHDVs diverged widely from the
old Saudi strains isolated during 1996’s outbreak; the diver-
gence was 12% approximately (Table 1). In addition, the new
Saudi strains were found to be genetically different from the
RHDV isolated from Bahrain Kingdom (DQ189077) during
2001 outbreak with an identity percentage ranging from 90.7
to 90.8%.

The deduced amino acids sequences of the newly emerging
Saudi strains showed a major identity (100%) with isolates
from Italy, France, and Mexico. The deduced amino acid se-
quences analysis proved heterogeneity between the new and
old Saudi strains with divergence percentage ∼13%. Although

these newly emerging Saudi strains had relative heterogeneity
with RHDV detected in Bahrain Kingdom (DQ189077) at the
nucleotide level (Table 1), the deduced amino acid sequences
revealed a minor heterogeneity with identity percentage rang-
ing from 98.1 to 98.5%. Antigenic index illustrated different
peak shape among new, old Saudi, and other RHDVs.

Phylogenetic relationship of Saudi RHDVs For simplicity,
the aligned 54 RHDVs identified into four distinct geno-
groups (Fig. 1) on bases of bootstrapping and clustering.
Genogroup 1 contains the genetically divergent viruses
(RCV, ITA, and Ashington,UK) which were used as the out-
group in the phylogenetic tree. The old Saudi RHDVs isolated
during 1996 outbreak were categorized with viruses from dif-
ferent geographical areas representing different world conti-
nents in genogroup 2. These viruses are the direct descendants
from Hartmannsdorf, DEU. The newly emerged Saudi
RHDVs isolated during 2012–2013 clustered with European
viruses that were associated with several epidemics in Europe
during the last decade as well as the Mexican strain Mexico89
in genogroup 3. In addition, the Bahrain strain which caused a
fatal outbreak in Bahrain Kingdom during 2001 was grouped
with the newly emerged Saudi RHDVs in genogroup 3.
Viruses from Spain and Portugal exclusively clustered togeth-
er in a distinct lineage with some viruses from Egypt, France,
and Czech Republic in genogroup 4 with WX/China/84,CHN
that considered the first RHDV detected worldwide. Our phy-
logenetic analysis showed certain significance of geographical
location and/or date of isolation among viruses in each
genogroup.

Evolutionary changes in new RHDVs in reliability of old
Saudi RHDVs Deduced amino acid sequence of VP60 of our
new Saudi RHDVs was aligned with the old Saudi viruses and
representative reference viruses from different geographical
areas. Phylogenic analysis of the deduced amino acid se-
quence showed that the new Saudi viruses could be placed
in a separate clade in a distinct cluster (Fig. 2). We compared
the deduced amino acids sequence of VP60 within residue
340 to 440 including the hypervariable region E in the capsid
protein. Thirteen amino acid substitutions were found be-
tween recent Saudi viruses and old (classical) strains, which
almost has the same amino acid sequence of strain (Kal2005)
detected in Egypt. The new Saudi strains shared the same
amino acid substitutions with (Ca11,ITA; Mexico89, MEX,
and 00–13,FRA). A single amino acid substitution was found
between our recent viruses and the virus isolated fromBahrain
Kingdom (Table 2). The recent Saudi strains showed identical
antigenic peaks with Bahrain strain and were quite identical to
Mexico89, MEX.Whereas, the classical Saudi strains showed
certain differences in the antigenic peaks with the recent
strains according to antigenic index, Jamesone-wolf protean
analysis, and DNASTAR software package.
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Discussion

We present a comparative molecular analysis of the newly
emerged RHDVs in Saudi Arabia during 2012–2013 in com-
parison with the old RHDVs from the first recognized out-
break in 1996 based on VP60 capsid protein sequences. In
these recent field outbreaks in Saudi Arabia rabbitries, the
clinical and gross lesions in combination with disease repro-
duction in a small-scale experiment using susceptible rabbits
proved that the detected RHDVs were virulent and produced
high losses. The reported clinical signs in our study showed
some variations from the previously reported 2001 outbreak in
Bahrain Kingdom (Forrester et al. 2006); the lesions were
clearer and prominent that may be due to breed variation,

age, susceptibility, and pathogenicity of the virus also from
natural to experimental infection (Lavassa and Capucci 2008).
Our results were supported by the successful amplification of
VP60 capsid protein using RT-PCR followed by genomic se-
quencing. Based on genomic sequence of VP60 capsid pro-
tein, we conclude that there is a significant genomic difference
between the Saudi RHDVs over a period of 16 years. The
divergence percentage between the recent Saudi RHDVs
(2012–2013) and old Saudi RHDVs (1996) is approximately
12%. The maximum divergence between old and recent virus-
es detected in France ranged from 7.6 to 8.5% over a period of
11 years as identified by Le Gall et al. 1998; Le Gall-Reculé
et al. 2003. The much lower nucleotide diversity (less than
4%) between the recent Saudi RHDVs and viruses detected

Fig. 1 Phylogenetic analysis of
partial VP60 capsid protein
sequence for 54 RHDVs strains
representing different
geographical areas. Branch
lengths correlated to genetic
distance. RCV, ITA, and
Ashington, UK, were used as an
out-group to root of the tree.
Bootstrap values for 1000 repli-
cate calculated using neighbor-
joining algorithm, for clarity only
values, more than 50 are shown
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in France and Mexico suggests that these viruses are closely
related to each other. Consequently, an epidemiological con-
nection exists between Saudi Arabia, France, and Mexico
resulting in spread from one country to another through ani-
mal as well as animal byproducts trading or that the viruses

spreading to these countries came from a common source. For
clarity, we have divided RHDVs into four genogroups based
on the nucleotide sequence of VP60 capsid protein and
bootstrapping results according to previous reports (Abrantes
et al. 2012; Alda et al. 2010; Tamura et al. 2013). The avirulent
Italian isolate (RCV) and Ashington virus, UK, were placed in
a separate group (G1) as they are antigenically related but
genetically distinct from each other and from all other
RHDVs (Forrester et al. 2006; Kerr et al. 2009; Moss et al.
2002). The Saudi RHDVs grouped into two different
genogroups (G2 and G3) according to the year of isolation,
the same pattern observed among French viruses as indicated
by (Le Gall-Reculé et al. 2003). The presented phylogenic
analysis has indicated that the recent Saudi RHDVs clustered
in the same clade with other European viruses isolated during
the last decade. In addition, Mexico89 strain isolated from
Mexico since more than two decades fall in the same cluster
with a minimum divergence with our isolates and 100% nu-
cleotide identity with the 00–13,FRA possibly due to the virus
reemerging as indicated by (Wang et al. 2012). Bahrain
RHDV isolated during 2001 showed more amino acid homol-
ogy (approximately ∼99%) with the new Saudi viruses, pos-
sibly due to the geographical proximity between Kingdom of
Bahrain and Saudi Arabia. A significant correlation between
individual viruses isolated from a certain geographical area
was obvious in our genogroups that was probably due to the
efficient distribution of the viruses by human and commercial
activities as indicated by (Moss et al. 2002). The old Saudi
Arabia RHDVs isolated during 1996 outbreak composed a
distinct cluster with other RHDVs from China, Japan, and
USA. We documented a number of amino acid substitutions
among the recent and classical Saudi viruses compared to
reference RHDVs (Table 2). The recent Saudi viruses showed
identical amino acid sequence to Ca11,ITA; Mexico, MEX,

Table 1 Nucleotide and amino
acid identity of new, classical
Saudi RHDVs, and certain
international strains

RHD-1-
SA-2012

RHD-2-
SA-2012

RHD-3-
SA-2013

RHD-1-
SA-2012

RHD-2-
SA-2012

RHD-3-
SA-2013

Strain/country Amino acid identity Nucleotide identity

Mexico89,MEX 100 100 100 95.9 95.9 96

00-13,FRA 100 100 100 95.9 95.9 96

Ca11,ITA 100 100 100 94.2 94 93.6

Bahrain 98.3 98.5 98.1 90.8 90.7 90.7

WX/China/84,CHN 96.8 97.6 100 84.1 84.2 84.2

Wriezen,DEU 96.9 96.9 96.8 92 91.9 91.9

Saudi Arabia05-02,SA 87.5 87.5 87.3 88.4 88.2 88.2

Saudi Arabia06-04,SA 87.5 87.5 87.3 88.3 88.1 88.1

Caceres7-05,ESP 93.8 93.8 93.7 84.3 84.5 85.4

XA-China-2010,CHN 87.5 87.5 88.9 87.9 87.6 87.6

kal2005,EGY 87.5 87.5 87.3 85.4 85.6 85.2

NY-01,USA 89.1 89.1 88.9 89.3 89.3 89.1

RCV,ITA 85.6 86.4 87.3 91.6 91.8 91.8

Fig. 2 Phylogenetic relationship of 20 RHDVs based on deduced amino
acid sequences of VP60 capsid protein. RCV, ITA (black circle) used as
out-group to root the tree. (black triangle) Old Saudi strains, and (black
square) New Saudi strains. Bootstrapping values are placed on main
branches for clarity
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and 00–13,FRA viruses. Interestingly, using the avirulent
Italian strain RCVas out group to root the tree based on amino
acid sequences, the recent viruses were included in a separate
lineage containing the original Chinese strain WX/China/
84,CHN isolated from the first recorded outbreak (Wang
et al. 2012). Although, they were in two separate clusters at
the nucleotide level, this presumably due to silent mutations in
the coding region of the genome. The amino acid substitution
among various strains affect the antigenic beaks of RHDVs
that may lead to vaccination failure in certain circumstances as
previously reported by (Wang et al. 2012). RHDVs previously
distinguished as original RHDV and (RHDVa) variant
RHDVs (McIntosh et al. 2007). Based on monoclonal anti-
bodies ELISA combined with amino acid sequence analysis,
RHDVs might be grouped as original and variant viruses.
Interestingly, our phylogenic tree and analysis of other pub-
lished data revealed that the classification of some strains as
original or variant viruses could be changed if aligned with
different virus sequences (i.e., the old Saudi viruses placed by
(McIntosh et al. 2007) as original viruses, fall in same cluster
with some of variant viruses). In addition, lack of time-related
distribution between original and variant viruses that may
raise the hypothesis that the old viruses are not replaced by
the new viruses and viruses could be re-emerged as also con-
cluded by (Forrester et al. 2006;Wang et al. 2012; Schwensow
et al. 2014). In conclusion, comprehensive analysis of the new
RHDVs detected during 2012 and 2013 outbreaks was de-
scribed. The new viruses formed a distinctive group from
the classical Saudi viruses. On the other hand, these recent
viruses were clustered with European viruses that caused
many epidemics last decade. It is notable that antigenic variant

Saudi RHDVs have been emerged exhibiting a significant
antigenic variations from the classical Saudi strains on bases
of nucleotide and amino acid sequence. Interestingly, the re-
cent Saudi viruses shared a complete amino acid sequence
identity with the Ca11,ITA; Mexican89, MEX, and 00–
13,FRA strains as well as a high identity with WX/China/
84,CHN; this suggested that these viruses have maintained
in the population circulated harmlessly and might be re-
emerged as virulent strains. Finally, we suggest finding more
applicable and clear basics to delineate the genetic and anti-
genic properties of these viruses to distinguish variant from
classical strains.
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